University Charge for Graduate
And Law School Students and
Law Counseling Center Charge

PURPOSE: To apply certain general university charges to graduate and
law students to cover costs not covered by tuition.

SCOPE: All graduate and law school students

POLICY:

Graduate

A “University Charge” will be charged to all graduate students per term. The
University Charge must be approved by the Provost based on
parameters established by the Board of Trustees.

Law School

“University Charge – Law” and “Law Counseling Center Charge” is
charged to all law students per term. University Charge – Law and Law
Counseling Center Charge must be approved by the Provost based on
parameters established by the Board of Trustees.

These charges are mandatory and are not refundable after the start of each
term.

The Office of Student Accounts is responsible for assessing and collecting
these charges.

The University reserves the right to increase these charges at its discretion,
at any time.
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